You’d be lost without it.

Aquarium... the multi-functional,
cloud-based loss adjusting software

Cutting overheads...
cutting costs
Because Aquarium is cloud-based, there’s no

•

compliancy… like responding to post within 5
days
•

minutes and a

to the fixed expense of buying software that will

With Aquarium you just pay a simple monthly fee

Allows you to satisfy and report on agreed
SLA’s, for example client contact within 45

need to invest in additional hardware or commit
immediately be out of date.

Helps you meet with FSA regulatory

•

report within 3 days of initial site visit

•

Introduces reporting efficiences that
significantly reduce reporting costs

Every Loss Adjuster has their own way of making

called Aquarium...the latest in an impressive line

and immediately start enjoying all the benefits

the process as quick, easy and efficient as

of software innovations from one of the world’s

of an automated Loss Adjusting system that

possible.

leading innovators in the insurance software

constantly upgrades itself…keeping you at the

industry.

cutting edge of technology. But this is only the

All of which adds up to securing an even better

start of your savings…

relationship with your existing clients…and

Some use variations on software first developed
years ago...and now beginning to creak a little.
Others use their own home-grown systems
complete with inevitable in-built limitations.
But now there’s a new state-of-the-art software
solution that’s infinitely flexible, adapts to your
own unique It makes sure you, the insurer and the
insured are all in the loop...all of the time.
It even raises your invoice when the job is done.
And when the insurer is using Aquarium too, it
dovetails seamlessly for even more time and cost
efficiencies. Cutting overheads...cutting costs
Because Aquarium is cloud-based, there’s no
need to invest in additional hardware or commit
to the fixed expense of buying software that will
immediately be out of date.
With Aquarium you just pay a simple monthly fee
and immediately start enjoying all the benefits
of an automated Loss Adjusting system that
constantly upgrades itself…keeping you at the
cutting edge of technology. But this is only the
start of your savings… requirements…then cuts
out unnecessary operating costs, frustrating
administration, and expensive wasted time. What
it puts in the palm of your hand are all the tools
you need to gain competitive advantage, client
confidence, new business…and more profit. It’s

Get to grips with enhanced
efficiency

Cutting overheads...
cutting costs
•

effectively...whether you’re at your desk or on
the move. It provides you with all the prompts,
information an reminders you need. It pulls

It allows you to prepare draft, preliminary,
interim and final reports with maximum ease and
minimum fuss.
It makes sure you, the insurer and the insured are
all in the loop... all of the time.
It even raises your invoice when the job is done.
And when the insurer is using Aquarium too, it
dovetails seamlessly for even more time and cost
efficiencies.

Improved management reporting reduces
operating costs

•

Client service is hugely enhanced through
transparency and the smooth, fast flow of

together appointments.. and diaries important
events and timelines.

Downward cost pressure helps retain profit
margin… without affecting service levels

making you a seriously attractive proposition to

Aquarium is a true cloud-based platform that
allows you to operate quickly, efficiently and

•

information
•

Time saved means you can service more
business… without increasing overheads

new business too.

Aquarium Software
Tel +44 (0) 161 927 5620
www.aquarium-software.com

